9th WOMEN'S EUROPEAN HANDBALL CHAMPIONSHIP
EURO 2010

SUN 19 DEC 2010 Start Time: 17:00
Herning

Attendance: 11.004

Norway
Coach: HERGEIRSSON Thorir

Time outs: 1

1st Half

NOR  25 - 20  SWE
(10 - 11)  (15 - 9)

Sweden
Coach: JOHANSSON Per

YC/RC Coach: 1/0  Time outs: 2

Attacks

Team
All
Player Majority
Player Minority
Position Attacks
FB
Ind. FB
Team FB
TO
TO

G/Att. %
G/Att. %
G/Att. %
G/Att. %
G/Att. %
G/Att. %

NOR  25/61 34 12 13 12 12 13 13 12 13 12
25/61 34 12 13 12 12 13 13 12 13 12

SWE 20/61 33 12 13 12 12 13 13 12 13 12
20/61 33 12 13 12 12 13 13 12 13 12

Legend:

Efficiency  %
2 Minute + 2 Minute Suspensions
2Min 2 Minute Suspensions
6m 6-minute Shots
4m 4-minute Shots
BT Breakthroughs
EX Exclusions
FB Fast Breaks
G/S Goals/Shots
RC Red Cards
S/S Saves/Shots
Wing Wing Shots
YC Yellow Cards
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